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FUNDING AWARDEES
The ABPP received nearly 80 applications for its 1997 cooperative agreement
funding round, totaling a request of more
than $ 1,500,000. Submittals came from
ion-profit organizations, state and local
•governments, private and state owned
oarks, and National Park Service units
1 for use on areas outside park boundaries). The ABPP opened up a limited
amount of funding to non-Priority I Civil
•War sites, as well as to sites associated
•with other wars. As a result, organizations not heard from previously applied
I or funding this year.
Project awardees have been notified
if their funding. The projects, as listed
aelow, have not been finalized as this
tewsletter goes to press. For more
nformation on specific projects, please
;ontact the person listed with the project
lescnption.
Arkansas Department of Parks and
Tourism $10,000
°rairie Grove Battlefield Plans
The Arkansas Department of Parks and
Tourism will develop a long-range
nterpretation/exhibit plan and a general
archaeological activity plan for Prairie
jrove State Park. These detailed plans
vill be appended to the site's master plan
1
nd will assist in battlefield development.
I
i dan Graves, Director, Arkansas State
I 'arks (501)682-1633
i

Association for the Preservation of
I Mvil War Sites (APCWS) $30,000
4 and Acquisition
Workshop

National Park Service

The APCWS will hold a two-day
workshop on how to purchase battlefield
property in fee and easement. Topics
will include site identification, planning,
working with landowners, and legal
issues.
Jeff Dnscoll, Director of Programs and
Properties, APCWS (301)665-1400
Bentonville Battleground Historical
Association (BBHA) $24,000
Bentonville Battlefield GPS Mapping
BBHA will conduct a comprehensive
Global Positioning System (GPS) survey
of the 6,000-acre battlefield and develop
a database of battlefield resources. The
State of North Carolina will use this
information for planning and preservation
activities on state-owned historic property and, with approval, adjacent
privately-owned propertyLauren Cook Burgess, Secretary,
BBHA (910)486-1474
Blue and Gray Education Society
(BGES) $9,500
Battle of Mobile Bay Preservation and
Interpretation
Conference
BGES, in cooperation with agencies
representing Fort Gaines, Fort Morgan,
and Fort Blakeley, will conduct a workinggroup conference. It will bring together
state and local agencies to build an
action plan for the continued preservation and interpretation of endangered
sites related to the Battle of Mobile Bay
and the surrender of Mobile.
Leonard W. Riedel Jr., Executive
Director, BGES (804) 797-4535

See AWARDEES, page 4
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REVOLUTIONARY W A R /
W A R OF 1812

STUDY

On November 12, 1996, the Revolution
ary War and War of 1812 Historic
Preservation Study became law (P.L.
104-333, Section 603). The bill was
introduced by former Representative
Richard Zimmer (R-NJ) and Senator
James Jeffords (R-VT). The law directs
the Secretary of the Interior to obtain
information on the significance of, threat
to the integrity of, and alternatives for th
preservation and interpretation of Revolutionary War Sites and War of 1812
sites. These sites provide a means for
Americans to understand the wars as
defining periods in American history. As
the turn of the century approaches, rapid
urban and suburban development
threaten many of the remaining battle
sites associated with the American
Revolution and the War of 1812. The
historic preservation study will focus
national attention on the extant resource:
of these two wars and generate preservation action at the battlefields.
The American Battlefield Protection
Program will oversee and administer the
two-year project on behalf of the Secretary of the Interior and the Director of
the National Park Service. The ABPP
managed the successful Civil War Sites
Advisory Commission Study from 19911993.
The legislation creating the Revolutionary War and War of 1812 study
authorizes up to $750,000 for the entire
investigation. As of March 1997,

See REV/1812, page 2
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CONTACT

REV/1812, from page 1

CORRECTIONS
On the updated ABPP information
card recently sent to battlefield organizations, Hampton Tucker's phone
number was listed incorrectly. His
correct number is (202) 343-3580.
When mailing correspondence to
Kathy Schlegel, the ABPP's contact
in the Northeast Field Area, please
note her office's address change:
NPS
U.S. Custom House, 3rd Floor
200 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
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however, Congress has appropriated no
funds for the study, and the President has
not included any such appropriations in
the Department of the Interior FY98
budget proposal. The ABPP cannot
begin the study prior to receiving appropriations.
The ABPP will host three strategy
meetings in June 1997 to define the
scope and type of resources to be
included in the study and outline a
methodology to carry out the project.
The meetings are tentively scheduled to
be held in Boston, MA, Washington, DC,
and Charleston, SC.
If you have any information about
intact or threatened
Revolutionary
War or War of 1812 battlefields,
please contact Ginger Carter at (202)
343-1210, Tanya Gossett at (202)
343-3449, or Hampton Tucker at
(202) 343-3580.

Roger G. Kennedy
Director

DEACCESSIONING

NPS

Katherine H. Stevenson
Associate Director

MUSEUM OBJECTS

de Teel Patterson Tiller
Chief, Heritage Preservation Services

Recently the American Battlefield
Protection Program has received letters
from several organizations requesting
surplus reproduction cannons, markers,
carriages, and related objects for donation to their battlefields. The NPS, as
mentioned in the Ominbus Parks and
Public Lands Management Act of 1996,
can deaccession (permanently remove
museum collections from NPS ownership
and custody) such items from park
museum collections and donate these
items to non-profit organizations. However, there exist strict guidelines for
deaccessioning NPS museum objects.
The official NPS Museum Handbook, Part II, Museum Records,
Chapter 6, Deaccessioning spells out
all legal procedures that need to be
followed in order to deaccession an

H. Bryan Mitchell
Acting Chief, American Battlefield
Protection Program
Tanya M. Gossett
Editor
Jerry Buckbinder
Production Manager
Battlefield Update is published quarterly
and is available free of charge. Send
articles, news items, and correspondence
to the Editor, Battlefield Update,
National Park Service, American
Battlefield Protection Program, P.O. Box
37127, Suite 250, Washington, DC 200137127; (202) 343-3449; FAX (202) 343-1836;
tanya gossett6Yinps.gov.
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object. The Handbook discusses who
determines which objects to
deaccession, what needs to be considered before deaccessioning museum
objects, and what the steps are for
deaccessioning. NPS park staff should
be familiar with the procedures outlined
in the Handbook.
The ABPP cannot authorize a
deaccessioning action from a National
Park. Requests for museum object
donations should be addressed to the
NPS's Museum Management Program.
However, many battle-related items in
high demand are currently unavailable.
According to Ann Hitchcock, Chief
Curator of the NPS, "The National Park
Service does not have in its inventory
any surplus cannon of the Civil War
period. All guns mounted and on the
field are marking historic artillery
positions. Indeed, many of our Civil
War parks do not have sufficient cannon
to identify and interpret key artillery
positions."
Hitchcock recommends the following manufacturers of reproduction
cannons and carriages:
Lebanon Pattern Shops, Inc., 504 E.
Canal Street, Lebanon, PA 17046,
(717) 272-8158;
Paulson Brothers Ordnance Corp.,
P.O. Box 121, Clear Lake, WI
54005, (715) 263-3300; and
South Bend Replicas, Inc., 61650
Oak Road, South Bend, IN 46614,
(219) 289-4500.
For further information, please
contact the National Park Service,
Museum Management Program, P.O
Box 37127, Suite 230, Washington.
DC 20013-7127. or (202) 343-8138.

COMMISSION TO WORK WITH
SHENANDOAH VALLEY SITES
Section 606 of the Omnibus Parks and
Public Lands Management Act of 1996
established the Shenandoah Valley
Battlefields National Historic
District in Virginia. The Act directs
the National Park Service to work with
a commission and a local management
entity to protect and interpret the
historic resources in the Shenandoah
Valley associated with the Civil War
battles that occurred there. The longterm management and operation of the
historic district will be the responsibility
of a yet-to-be-created management
organizataion. In the meantime, the
Secretary of the Interior will appoint a
commission, and through the NPS, will
provide assistance to the commission in
developing a management plan for the
historic district.
The commission is required to
submit a draft plan within three years
of its first meeting. The plan will
include: (1) an inventory of properties
that should be preserved because of
historic significance; (2) provision for
the protection and interpretation of the
district's historic resources; (3) provisions for the establishment of a
management entity; (4) provisions for
implementing continuing interpretation
and visitor programs; (5) locations for
visitor contact and interpretive facilities;
and (6) provisions for uniform historical
markers and wayside exhibits, and
living history demonstrations. The NPS
will provide staff in the Shenandoah
Valley to assist the commission.
Civil War sites located in the
Shenandoah Valley include: First
Kernstown, McDowell, Front Royal,
First Winchester, Cross Keys, Port
Republic, Second Winchester, New
Market, Piedmont, Cool Spring, Second
Kernstown, Opequon or Third Winchester, Fisher's Hill, Tom's Brook, and
Cedar Creek. These sites are examined in the 1993 NPS report Civil War

Sites in the Shenandoah Valley of
Virginia. A limited number of copies
are still available at no cost. Send
requests to the ABPP at the address on
the back page of this newsletter. The
report is also accessible on the internet
at www2.nps.gov/abpp/svs0-l .html.

TREATMENT APPROACHES
FOR HISTORIC BATTLEFIELD
LANDSCAPES
The Secretary of the Interior is responsible for establishing professional
standards and providing advice on the
preservation of cultural resources listed
in or eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places. In partial
fulfillment of this responsibility, the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Historic Preservation Projects were
developed in 1976. They consisted of
seven sets of standards for the acquisition, protection, stabilization, preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and
reconstruction of historic buildings.
Since their publication in 1976, the
Secretary's Standards have been used
by State Historic Preservation Officers
and the National Park Service to ensure
that projects receiving federal money or
tax benefits were reviewed in a consistent manner nationwide. The principles
embodied in the Standards have also
been adopted by hundreds of preservation commissions across the country m
local design guidelines.
In 1992, the Standards were revised
so that they could be applied to all
historic resource types included in the
National Register of Historic Placesbuildings, structures, sites, objects,
districts, and landscapes. The revised
Standards were reduced to four sets by
incorporating protection and stabilization
into preservation, and by eliminating
acquisition, which is no longer considered a treatment. Re-titled The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
3

the Treatment of Historic Properties,
this new, modified version addresses
four treatments: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction. Th
Guidelines for the Treatment of
Cultural Landscapes illustrate how to
apply these four treatments to cultural
landscapes in a way that meets the
Standards.
The Guidelines for the Treatment
of Cultural Landscapes provide
guidance to cultural landscape owners,
stewards and managers, landscape
architects, preservation planners,
architects, contractors, and project
reviewers prior to and during the planning and implementation of project work
The American Battlefield Protection
Program highly recommends this 150page, richly illustrated publication to
battlefield site managers and others
whose decisions influence the character
of historic battlefield landscapes.
The Secretary' of the Interior's
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for
the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes
is available from the Government
Printing Office. The GPO stock number
is 024-005-01171-4. The price is $ 16.00
Place orders by calling (202) 512-1800,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. eastern time
weekdays.

AWARDEES, from page 1

ity of Franklin $11,500
irter House Area Preservation

Plan

le City of Franklin will develop a
aster plan for the Carter House area
at identifies where the battle was
ught, evaluates the current status of
stone properties, and determines the
:st alternatives for the site's protec>n, enhancement, and preservation.
y. R. Johnson, City Administrator,
ity of Franklin (615) 791-3217
ivil War Trust (CWT) $32,250
ivil War Explorer
Educational
'aterials
le CWT will create a version of its
ivil War Explorer software for use as
l educational tool. Materials will be
lapted for use by students of different
;es and will include teachers' guides
id lesson plans.
ilie Fix, Explorer Project Coordinator,
WT (703)516-4944.
riends of Manassas National
attlefield Park $15,000
uart's Hill Exhibit
he Friends will design a traveling
chibit for display at the Stuart's Hill
isitor Contact Center at the park. The
chibit will highlight the acquisition of
e Stuart's Hill tract, the controversy
nrounding the site's protection, and its
tie in the creation of the ABPP in
)90.
erri Bard, Historian, Manassas NBP
'03)361-1339
riends of Moccasin Bend National
ark, Inc. $20,000
reservation Management Plan for
loccasin Bend
his local non-profit organization will
nplement recommendations made in
ic Cliickamauga and Chattanooga
ivil War Sites Assessment by
lentifying and evaluating significant

battlefield features; preparing a report
describing activities at Moccasin Bend
that were key to the Chattanooga
campaign; and providing preservation
and interpretation recommendations for
Civil War resources.

The Friends will fabricate three interpretive waysides for Gen. U.S. Grant's
headquarters site during the May 1864
battle.

Dan Saieed, Board Member, Friends of
Moccasin Bend National Park
(423)209-6818.

Robert L. Williams, Chairman, Friends
of the Wilderness Battlefield
(540)972-9954

Friends of the National Parks at
Gettysburg, Inc. $22,000
Reevaluation and Revision of the
Gettysburg National Battlefield
Historic District

Jumonville Preservation Association $3,500
Braddock Road/Dunbar 's Camp
Waysides

This project entails a critical evaluation
and assessment of the Gettysburg
Battlefield Historic District, which
encompasses many sites associated
with the Battle of Gettysburg outside the
Gettysburg National Military Park. The
ABPP is funding the final phase of the
project: nomination of eight sites associated with the battle to the National
Register of Historic Places.
Victoria B. Greenlee, Executive Director, Friends of the National Parks at
Gettysburg (717)334-0772
Friends of the Texas Historical
Commission, Inc. $15,000
The Civil War in Texas, Official Map
and Guide
The Texas Historical Commission
(THC), working through its friends
group, will develop Texas military
history maps for various historic periods.
The first map of the series will be The
Civil War in Texas, Official Map and
Guide. The THC's objective is to pull
together the many strands of the state's
Civil War history into a map that will
relate the story of what the war meant
to the men and women who lived in
Texas at that time.
Lisa Harvell, Program Administrator,
Division of Architecture, THC
(512)463-6047
Friends of the Wilderness Battlefield $9,000
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Grant's Knoll

Interpretation

The Jumonville Preservation Association will develop two interpretive
waysides for the French and Indian War
site known as "Dunbar's Camp."
Dr. Walter Powell, President,
Jumonville Preservation Association
(717)334-1160
Kennesaw Mountain National
Battlefield $30,000
Bushy Mountain Line Related Lands
Consen'ation
Plan
This project is an innovative land use
and cultural resource management
protection plan for the remaining
fortifications outside the boundaries of
Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park. The earthworks under study
stretch from Lost Mountain through
Pine Mountain to Brushy Mountain in
Cobb County, Georgia. Currently, no
plan or program exists for the permanent preservation of this Civil War
trench system.
John F. Cissell, Superintendent,
Kennesaw Mountain NB
(770)427-4686
Maury County Visitors Bureau
$15,600
Spring Hill Battlefield
Interpretation
ABPP funding will provide for interpretation of the Spring Hill Battlefield in
Tennessee. Twenty-three wayside
markers will be fabricated.

Alton Kelley, Executive Director,
Maury County Visitors Bureau
(615)381-7176

Recreation and Historic Preservation $15,000
Oriskany Battlefield Protection Plan

Mill Springs Battlefield Association
(MSBA) $10,000
Mill Springs Battlefield
Interpretation
Project

The ABPP is funding the development
of a battlefield action plan and public
educational materials to foster site
protection and preservation of Oriskany
battlefield in New York State. Temporary closure in 1991 raised concerns for
the Revolutionary War battlefield's longterm preservation. In concert with New
York State Parks' renewed restoration
initiative, this funding will support steps
critical to focusing community and
professional consensus on a new vision
for the battlefield and the community's
role in its preservation.

The MSBA will begin implementing the
ABPP-funded Mill Springs Interpretation Plan by developing four interpretive
signs for the site.
Ron Nicholas, Administrator, MSBA
(606)679-5725
Mississippi Department of Archives
and History (MDHA) $15,000
Big Black River Bridge Battlefield
Preservation Plan

Nancy Demyttenaere, Regional Historic
Preservation Supervisor (315) 492-1756

The MDAH will prepare a Master
Battlefield Preservation/Interpretation
Action Plan for the Big Black River
Bridge Battlefield in Hinds County,
Mississippi. The plan will establish
preservation priorities, assist in the
creation of a battlefield preservation
organization with which the MDAH and
other preservation entities can work,
and create a process through which the
battlefield can be preserved and developed forpublic interpretation.

NPS, Southwest Systems Office
(SWSO) $3,200
Hispanics in the Civil War Workshop

Michael F. Beard, Civil War Sites
Historian, MDAH (601)359-6940

Duane Alire, Superintendent, Pecos
NHP (505)757-6414

Northern Virginia Regional Park
Authority $10,000
Ball's Bluff Battlefield
Awareness
Project

Partners in Parks $21,700
Community Outreach at Petersburg

The Northern Virginia Regional Park
Authority will organize a program to
train volunteers to interpret the battlefield. Trained volunteers will present a
variety of programs on a regular basis,
draw and handle more visitors, and help
create a positive relationship between
visitors and the park.
Paul E. McCray, Park Manager, Ball's
Bluff Battlefield (703) 729-0596
New York State Office of Parks,

The SWSO will hold a two-day workshop on May 9-10, 1997, that will focus
on the impact of the Civil War on the
Hispanic community, primarily in
northern New Mexico. ABPP funds
will go toward scholarships and printing
conference materials for workshop
participants.

This project continues efforts to assist
Petersburg National Battlefield in
planning and implementing a strategy for
increased community involvement in
Civil War preservation issues and
actions, both within and outside the
park.
Sarah G. Bishop, President, Partners in
Parks (202) 364-7244
Rich
tion,
Rich
for

Mountain Battlefield FoundaInc. (RMBF) $19,800
Mountain Battlefield Education
Preservation
5

The RMBF will focus on educational
priorities to further the preservation of
the Rich Mountain Battlefield Civil Wai
Site. The project will increase public
awareness through extensive interpreta
tion and direct stabilization of resources
Goals include expanded interpretive
exhibits, a multi-media computer presen
tation, and systematic monitoring of
endangered battlefield features.
Phyllis Baxter, Executive Director,
RMBF (304)637-7424
Rutherford County, Tennessee
$13,150
Consensus Building for Unprotected
Areas of the Stones River National
Battlefield
Rutherford County will create community awareness about the significance o
unprotected landscape resources
associated with the Battle of Stones
River and will foster public and private
support for the preservation of these
resources by developing marketing tools
and a mass media campaign.
Nancy Allen, County Executive, Ruther
ford County (615)898-7745'
Save Historic Antietam Foundation
(SHAF) $10,400
1862 Maryland Campaign Interpretation & Preservation
Initiatives
This project will provide a comprehensive interpretive program that
encompasses all aspects of the 1862
Maryland Campaign. SHAF will
develop a guide that covers the primary
sites in the campaign: Monocacy, South
Mountain, Harpers Ferry, Antietam, and
Shepherdstown.
Todd Bolton, Chief, Visitor Services
Branch, SHAF (304) 535-6223
For more information regarding
ABPP funding in general, please
contact Ginger Carter at (202) 3431210 or write to the ABPP at the
address on the back page.

BATTLEFIELD PRESERVATION PROFILE
BENTONVILLE, N O R T H CAROLINA
i late January 1865, Union Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman's army marched north
•om Savannah, Georgia, to crush Confederate resistance in the Carolinas. By midebruary, the Union army had occupied Columbia, South Carolina. Confederate
ien. Joseph E. Johnston collected his scattered forces in a desperate attempt to
npede Sherman's advance. On March 19, Johnston attacked Union troops
ommanded by Maj. Gen. Henry Slocum near Bentonville. Fighting continued into
le next day before the outnumbered Confederates withdrew in the face of Federal
Enforcements. Having used up his army's offensive strength on a failed attack,
ohnston retreated to Smithfield, North Carolina. With the end of the war in sight,
ohnston surrendered to Sherman on April 26 at Durham's Station, North Carolina,
fter learning of Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee's surrender at Appomattox Court
louse, Virginia.
Preservation activity at Bentonville began during the early 1950s when a local
hapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy purchased the historic Harper
louse and the adjacent 51 acres. The State of North of Carolina received the
roperty as a donation in 1957 and built a visitor center in 1965. An increase in tourist
isitations during the early 1980s prompted the North Carolina General Assembly to
cquire an additional 36 acres. In 1986 local residents formed the Bentonville
battleground Historical Association (BBHA) to encourage the battlefield's
reservation and to assist in its interpretation. Since 1990 five properties totaling 43
cres have been added to the site: the Association for the Preservation of Civil War
ites purchased seven acres; The Conservation Fund presented the state with one
ere donated by a local resident; the BBHA made two purchases totaling 14 acres;
tid the Recreation and Natural Heritage Trust, a state organization, purchased 21
cres. In March 1995, a reenactment during the 130th anniversary of the battle
lised $24,000 to protect the site. The battlefield, listed in the National Register of
listoric Places in 1971, was designated a National Historic Landmark in June 1996.
brought a cooperative agreement with the ABPP established in 1996, the BBHA
as begun to develop a comprehensive resource protection and battlefield
reservation plan. In 1997, the ABPP awarded the BBHA with funds to complete
comprehensive Global Positioning Survey of the entire battlefield. Currently, the
iBHA is raising additional money to complete the comprehensive battlefield
reservation plan and to build a new visitor center.
Although a total of 130 acres of the site are protected today, only 20 are
onsidered to be in an area of significant fighting. The remaining area within the
,695-acre core of this battlefield, as determined by the Civil War Sites Advisory
'ommission in 1993, is unprotected, owned by private interests, and primarily in
gricultural use. Threats to the site include the expansion of a large storage facility
wned by North Carolina Natural Gas, local farmers shifting to non-traditional
griculture practices, logging operations that expose earthworks to erosion, and
evelopment related to the completion of 1-40, located six miles east of the battlefield.
To learn more about preservation activity at this site contact John Goode,
'entonville Battleground Historical Association, P.O. Box 27, Newton Grove,
IC 28366, (910) 594-0789.
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ISTEA

ENHANCEMENT
FUNDS

In 1991, Congress passed the
Intermodel Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA), which authorized federal funds over six years for
highways, highway safety, and mass
transportation. Included in ISTEA's
Surface Transportation Program was
the requirement for states to set aside
10% of these funds for transportation
enhancement projects. Historic preservation and conservation activities were
identified in the Act as eligible for
enhancement funding.
In 132 years, no other program has
provided as much revenue for Civil War
preservation activities. ISTEA grants
accompanying matching funds have
generated more than $43 million for
Civil War preservation projects. Federal
highway enhancement funds provided
more than $23 million matched by $20
million from other sources for projects
at 50 battlefields in 12 states.
In addition to fee and easement
purchases at threatened battlefields,
ISTEA-funded projects have included
such diverse activities as monument
restoration on the Nashville battlefield,
archaeological research at a Confederate munitions foundry in Alabama, and
landscape work for the African American Civil War Memorial in Washington,
DC.
Several states—especially Maryland,
Kentucky, Virginia, and Alabama—have
effectively used ISTEA enhancement
funds to their fullest potential. For a
comprehensive list of ISTEA enhancement projects at Civil War sites, please
contact the Civil War Trust.
ISTEA legislation expires in 1997.
For information about the possible
reauthorization of ISTEA, contact The
Civil War Trust, 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1120, Arlington, VA
22201, (800) CWT-RUST.

AMERICAN MILITARY
HISTORY FOR KIDS
The NPS's Heritage Preservation
Services Program and the Department
of Defense's Legacy Resources Management Program are pleased to
announce the release of a heritage
education book, American Defenders
of Land, Sea & Sky.
Targeted for kids, families, and
teachers, American Defenders uses 56
nationally significant places—many are
National Historic Landmarks—to make
important points about building a nation
over time. Beginning with the shots at
Lexington Green that signaled the start

excellent teacher's guide has been
written by Dr. Patricia A. Bonner.
American Defenders of Land,
Sea, & Sky may be ordered for $5.50
through the Government Printing Office,
at (202) 512-1800, fax (202) 512-2250.
A 25% discount is offered for purchases of 100 or more copies sent to the
same address.
The teaching guide may be
requested from Heritage Preser\>ation
Services, National Park Service, P.O.
Box 37127, Washington, D.C. 200127127, (202) 343-9583, or e-mail
larry_hunter@hps.gov.

NOTICES

University, the six-day symposium will
include scholars from around the nation
speaking on all aspects of Kentucky's
role in the Civil War. The cost is $525
and includes lodging, meals, transportation to and from the battlefields, and
more.
More information can be obtained by contacting Kent Masterson
Brown, Director, American Civil War
Institute, 1 University Drive,
Campbellsville, KY 42718-2799 or
call (502) 789-5213.

N.B.
The A B P P has moved its Web site!

of the American Revolution, it moves
forward in time through the War of
1812, the Struggle for Western Territory, the Civil War, the SpanishAmerican War, both World Wars, and
into the Cold War.
The intent of American Defenders
is to show what "We the People" have
done in the past and how it has affected
our present and will shape our future.
I Kids can color in the book's illustrations
with crayons, pencils, or pens. Teachers can use the book for structured
classroom discussion and activities. An

The Association for the Preservation of
Civil War Sites will host a conference
entitled Till the Sun Goes Down to
celebrate its 10th anniversary. The
two-day conference will be held April
24-27, 1997, at the Sheraton Four Points
Hotel in Hagerstown, Maryland, and will
include lectures, tours, and more.
The feature event will take place at
the Maryland Theater on Friday, April
25, when actors from the Turner
Network movie Gettysburg share
dramatic readings, show film clips and
reminisce about their experiences
working on the film. Scheduled guests
include Sam Elliot, who portrayed Gen.
John Buford, and Jeff Shara, author of
Gods and Generals.
For more information, contact the
APCWS at 11 Public Square, Suite
200, Hagerstown, MD 21740-5510,
(301) 665-1400.

A symposium entitled The War in
Kentucky will be held at Campbellsville
University in Kentucky on July 29August3, 1997. Hosted by the American Civil War Institute of Campbellsville
7

The new address is
www2.er.nps.gov/abpp/
Please note the change in your Web
browser's bookmarks.
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